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Problem Solution

The e²-pod isn’t working

1. Check the battery is fully charged, see p.1.

2. Check the pod is correctly clicked into position and 
there are no loose or disconnected cables, see p.3.

3. Check the battery is correctly clicked into position, 
see p.4.

4. Check that mode ‘A’ or ‘A+’ has been selected on 
the pod, see p.5.

5. Check brake switch function. Pull each brake lever 
in turn, the corresponding Red LED indicator should 
illuminate when the brake is applied.

The automatic hill and gradient power detection doesn’t  
deliver power when I go up a hill/incline.

Check that the control dial has been set to the ‘A+’ position, 
see p. 5.

Launch control not working

1. Ensure you release the brakes and apply pressure to 
the left pedal at the same moment when moving off, 
see p.5.

2. Not enough pressure applied to the left pedal, see p. 5.

3. One or both brake switches not working/faulty. Pull 
each brake lever in turn, the corresponding Red 
LED indicator should illuminate when the brake is 
applied.



Problem Solution

Launch control not working (continued)
4.       Brake switch cable disconnected. Reconnect.

5.       Torque sensor cable disconnected. Reconnect.

The e²-pod lever doesn’t move/is locked Use the security key provided to unlock the lever, see p.6.

Continuous red light on battery

Place the battery into the charger for a few seconds then 
remove from the charger and place the battery onto the 
pod. Turn the left dial to position ‘A’, wait for 5 seconds, 
remove the battery and place back onto the charger. 
The battery should now start to charge.

Continuous red light on charger
Battery over temperature. As soon as battery reaches 
allowable temperature, charging will commence.

Flashing red light on charger
Battery malfunction. Remove battery from charger and 
see the trouble shooting guide in the Bosch battery user 
manual.
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